MORERA'S THEOREM 937 5pi + 2p z +7p A = m+l, 5gi+ 2q z + 7q* = n.
If x=x ', y=y', u=u', v-v', w = w ' is a given solution of (12) and the choice a=x ', P=y', \ = u'> ti=v', v -w' is made then s=/ and the solution becomes x=x 't s , y=y't G , u=u't 22 , v=v't u , w = w't 4: which is equivalent to the given solution provided / 7* 0. (x) has continuous partial derivatives of the first order; these are given by
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VECTOR ANALOGUES OF MORERA'S THEOREM
E. F. BECKENBACH
Let the vector
\Vp\ Js P where S p denotes the surface of V p and ai, «2, «3 are the components of the unit vector along the outer normal to S p .
[December Mean-value functions are particularly useful in giving sufficiency proofs involving lessening of differentiability conditions. We shall use mean-value vectors to establish two generalizations of Morera's theorem to vector functions.
A vector X(x) having continuous partial derivatives of the first order in the finite domain D has been called 1 a Newtonian vector provided it is both irrotational and solenoidal; that is, provided its curl and its divergence both vanish identically in D: 
where n is the unit vector along the outer normal to S; and again by Green's theorem, X(x) is solenoidal if and only if for each reducible closed surface S in JD,
fn -Xda = 0. s It follows that Newtonian vectors are characterized by (S) and (7), and also by (6) and (7); but (cf. Morera's theorem) the assumption that X{x) has continuous partial derivatives of the first order now is redundant* as we shall show. We shall further lessen the sufficiency conditions by replacing the integral conditions (5), (6) and (7) by weaker local conditions which are implied by (5), (6) and (7), respectively.
We shall denote by S(x, r) the sphere with center (x) and radius r, and by Ci(x, r) } CÏ (X, r), Cz(x, r) 
and (x,r) uniformly in each sphere in D, then X(x) is a Newtonian vector.
is a Newtonian vector. Hence X(x), the uniform limit of X {p) (x) as p-»0, is a Newtonian vector. in place of (12).
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